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Abstract.

Zoback and Thompson [1978], Zoback e(al. [1981],
Lipman [1981], and Laughlinet al. [19831have usedthis
principle to present evidence.that early (30-10 Ma)

Magmatism during early Basin and Range

extension in Trans-Pecos Texas consisted of widespread

but volumetrically minor alkali basalts (24-17 Ma), an
alkalic

mafic

to

intermediate

composition

tension throughout the Basin and Range province was

strato-

oriented

volcano (28-27 Ma), and a dominantly rhyolitic, possibly
bimodal, caldera complex in adjacent Chihuahua (3128 Ma). This magmatism contrasted sharply with the
much more voluminous and compositionally more diverse Eocene-Oligocene magmatism. The age and orientation of dikes eraplaced during this magmatic episode

have

been

used

to

determine

the

orientation

ENE.

rift

in New

from other regionsandsparkedour ifite•est.
This study characterizes magmatism and provides
new isotopic ages and interpret:ationson dike orientations for the early stage of Basin and Range extension
in the Trans-Pecos region. Price and Henry [1984]
presented structural evidence that extension in the
region did not begin before 32 Ma. Although the bulk of
the Tertiary igneous activity in Texas occurred before
30-32 Ma [Henry and Price, 1984], scattered post-32
Ma igneous rocks are known [McDowell, 1979•, and

Cretaceous red beds may have formed during the later
Basin and Range extension. The present Basin and
Range topography of this region is the result of movement along high-angle and dominantly NNW trending
faults established early under o3 oriented ENE and
reactivated after o 3 changed to WNW.

some can be used to infer orientations of o 3 with time.
New K-At ages and chemical analyses are presented
on the

Rim

Rock

dike

swarm

and

on similar

alkali

basalts in the Bofecillos Mountains and Black Gap areas

(Figure 1).
Introduction

In addition, results of earlier mapping

studies in the Sierra Rica caldera complex in Chihuahua
[Chuchla, 1981; Iramitt, 1981], the Bofecillos volcano

Trans-Pecos Texas encompasses the southeasternmost part of the Basin and Range province and may be
of

Grande

This conclusion differs from the above cited findings

tures, oblique to ENE oriented o3. The least principal
stress probably changed to WNW as it did elsewhere in
the Basin and Range province, but the timing of this
change is not well constrained in Texas. ENE and NE
striking silver-copper-lead veins in Precambrian and

continuation

the Rio

striking Rim Rock dikes in the Texas portion of the
Basin and Range province (Figure 1). They suggested
that o3 was NNE at about 23 Ma and ENE at about
19 Ma. (All ages in this study are recalculated according to the decay constantsof Steiger and 3ager [1977].)

of

faults, was underway by 23 Ma. Some initial extension
was taken up along preexisting WNW trending struc-

southern

from

recently, few data were available from Texas.
Dasch et al. [1969], in the only previous study to
address this question, dated WNW striking and NNW

least principal stress, o3. An ENE orientation of o3,
similar to early extension throughout the Basin and
Range province, can be well documented by 28 Ma and
possibly as early as 31 Ma. Faulting, consisting almost
exclusively of movement along high-angle normal

a

Data

Mexico were included in thes• studies, but until

the

Rio

Grande

[McKnight, 1970], and the Solitario fault area [Moon,
1953] are combined with isotopic dating [McDowell,
1979; Gregory, 1981] to interpret regional stress orien-

rift

(Figure 1). This report considersthe characteristics of
magmatism and extension during Basin and Range

tations.

of events in Texas and the rift indicates how they are

MagmatismDuring Early Basinand Range Extension
and Implicationsfor Orientationof o3

related.
Determining the orientation of maximum
tension or least principal compressional stress, o3, as a
function of time is crucial to understanding the cause

in Trans-Pecos Texas consists of three temporally and

of extension

chemically distinct groups. (1) Widespread but volu-

development in Texas for several reasons. Comparison

in the

Rio

Grande

rift

and

in the

rest

Magmatism during early Basin and Range extension

of

metrically minor, 24-17 Ma alkalic basalts occur in the
Cox Mountain, Rim Rock, Bofecillos Mountains,

the Basin and Range province. Was o 3 oriented the
same throughout the province? Did o3 change w,ith
time? Did extension begin everywhere at the same
time? Answers to such questions will help test various
hypothesesof the origin of Basin and Range extension

Solitario, Big Bend, and Black Gap areas (Figure 1).
(2) A 28-27 Ma alkalic, mafic to intermediate stratovolcano formed

to both the Basin and Range province and Rio Grande
rift, we consider the Rio Grande rift to be a part of the
broader Basin and Range province. Part of this report
will attempt to show that there exist both major
similarities

in the Bofecillos

Mountains.

(3) The

Sierra Rica caldera complex in adjacent Chihuahua
erupted dominantly rhyolitic, but possibly bimodal, volcanic rocks at 31-28 Ma (Figure 1).

[Ingersoll, 1982]. We emphasizethat although we refer

Rim

Rock

Dike

Swarm

and considerable variations across the pro-

vince.

Dikes commonly are

The

injected

preferentially

in

Rim

Rock

dikes

are

an

18-24

Ma

swarm

of

alkalic basalts (hawaiires) in the western part of TransPecosTexas (Figures 1 and 2 [Dasch, 1959; Daschet al.,
1969]). More than 100 dikes up to 4 km long and a few
meters wide cut Upper Cretaceous shales and marly
limestones and upper Eocene-lower Oligocene volcani-

planesperpendiculartoo 3. Rehrig and Heldrick [1976],
Copyright 1986 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 4B5370.

clastic sedimentsin a 150 km2 area adjacent to the

01

Rim Rock fault.
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A few related sills are also present.
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Fig. 1. Basin and Range province of Trans-Pecos Texas, showingmajor faults active during Basin
and Range extension and the location of areas discussedin the text. Strike rosettes of dikes from
three areas of magmatism contemporaneouswith extension are shown. Strike bars are constructed
for 10ø intervals. Lengths of bars are proportionalto total strike length: 70 km in the Rim Rock
dike swarm (data from Dasch [19.59.1),
32 km in the Bofecillosvolcano(data from McKnight [19701),
and 21 km in the Sierra Rica caldera complex (data from Chuchla [1931] and lmmitt
The dikes are notable for their abundant megacrysts of
plagioclase, anorthoclase, biotite, kaersutite, apatite,

A rose diagram of orientations and lengths of the
dikes

shows

that

a NNW

trend

dominates

over

a WNW

and magnetite. Dasch et al. [1969] report plagioclase
megacrysts up to 2.5cm long. A few of the dikes follow

Individual trends are better

actual faults, and a vent area lies along the Rim Rock

areas. The morenortherlytrendis mostwidelydistrib-

fault.

uted; it occurs on both the upthrown and downthrown
sides of the Rim Rock fault but mostly on the eastern

Several

related

lava

flows

are

interbedded

with

conglomerates that are the earliest basin fill deposits in

the area (Figure 2).

trend (Figure 1).

An east trend is relatively minor.
developed in different

Thus the age of the basalts

part of the upthrown side. Almost all WNW trending

approximates the time of initial faulting in the area.
The Rim Rock fault is a major Basin and Range
normal fault that trends dominantly slightly west of
north but makes a bend to a more westerly trend in the

dikesoccur on the upthrownside near where the fault

vicinity of the dikes (Figure 2). Several other struc-

downthrown side of the fault. Quaternary gravel cover
may obscure some dikes, especially in the northeast.

tures, including the basin-boundingnormal fault to the
east and a Laramide age thrust fault to the north, make
similar westerly bends. The density of faults northeast

of the northwest trending segment of the Rim Rock
fault may be comparable to that to the southwest, but
the soft Upper Cretaceous deposits neither crop out nor
show structures

well.

returns to a more northerly trend.

Several dikes that

trend slightly east of north (but appear as part of the
NNW group on Figure 1) occur only on the southwest,
Field, petrographic, and chemical data (Table l)
indicate
uniform.

that the dikes are compositionally fairly
They are hawaiites by the classification of

Barker [1979l; all are highly undersaturated with abundant normatire nepheline and olivine, and the normatire plagioclase compositions are andesine. Ground-
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Fig.2. Geologic
map
invicinity
ofRimRock
dikeswarm
showing
dated
andchemically
analyzed
samples.
Italicized
sample
numbers
arefrom
Dasch
etal.[1969].
Location
ofthisfigure
isshown
on Figure I.

are presented
in Table2. Theylargely
massphases
are plagioclase,
highlymagnesian
olivine, megacrysts,
support
the
ages
of
Dasch
et
al. [19691,
whichwerepart
titanaugite,
andmagnetite.Analcimeoccursbothas
andpart onwholerockor matrix
amygdule
fillingsand interstitial,possiblyprimary, on mineralseparates
Part of our rationalefor reexamining
these
grains.Mostof the dikesare tooalteredfor good samples.
analysis,containingabundantsecondarycalcite, dikes was doubt about the accuracy of the whole rock
analyses.Daschet al. [1969]recognized
anddescribed
zeolites,or oxidationproducts.(Analyses
reportedin
alteration,which has deTable I are only of relativelyunalteredsamples.) the commongroundmass
stroyedmuchof the primarymineralogy
of theserocks.
However,analyses
of severalalteredsamples
showthat
of eightwholerockor matrix ages,only
theyarecompositionally
similarto theunaltered
rocks. Nevertheless,
two have demonstrably
lost argon,and thesehave lost
Daschet al. [1969],usingpetrographic
data, suggested
no more than 10%. Others give agesidentical to ones
a widercompositional
range: from alkalicbasaltto
we obtained on mineral separates of the same or
phonolite
andlamprophyre;
theyalsoindicated
thatthe nearby,paralleldikes. Apparently,
deutericalteration
NNWtrendingset is compositionally
morediversethan
occurred
duringinitial eraplacement
andcoolingof the
the WNW set. Our limited data do not supportthis
dikes,and all significantpotassium-bearing
phasesrecontention. The only variationwe can see is in the
abundance
of megacrysts.
Theyare sparse
in the WNW mainingafter alterationare relativelyretentiveof

set;theycanconstitute
as muchas 15%of the rockin

someof the NNW trendingdikes. Nevertheless,some
megacrysts
canbe foundin all dikes.
Our new K-At data on the Rim Rock dikes,exclu-

argon.

Mineral-mineral or mineral-whole rock pairs for five

newlycollectedsamplesand two samplesstudiedby

Dasch et al. [19691 were analyzed.

Two biotite-

age pairsagreevery closely(TableI).
sivelyon separates
of biotite,feldspar,
andamphibole amphibole
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TABLE 1. Chemical Analyses of Basin and Range Age Basalts
Rim

Rock

Bofecillos

Dikes

Hg2-g I

Hg2-g3

Hg2-g6

Hg2-g5

H8•-52

N6W

N 10W

N21E

Nq0W

N28W

N21W

SiO2

#5.22

#8.30

#6.60

08.85

#8.06

#7.96

#7.60

08.26

TiO 2

2.28

2.07

2.37

2.0O

2.28

2.27

2.37

2.30

15.79

16.99

16.51

17.00

17.03

16.93

16.62

16.75
0.87

AI20 3

MGD-566

Mountains

H82-76

MGD-567

Fe20 3

0.#3

3.35

3.06

2.87

3.68

2.38

0.80

FeO

6.23

6.16

7.29

7.63

6.80

7.58

5.39

5.33

MnO

0.13

0.17

0.16

0.17

0.17

0.17

0.16

0.16

MgO

5.65

5.12

6.63

6.00

5.07

5.57

6.06

6.67

CaO

7.97

6.33

7.55

6.87

6.66

6.89

7.83

7.61

Na20

0.01

5.05

0.41

5.23

5.03

0.78

0.10

3.69

K20

2.81

3.33

2.3#

2.38

3.08

2.81

1.52

2.16

P205

1.13

1.65

1.12

0.69

1.65

1.22

0.77

0.75

CO 2

0.90

0.10

0.20

0.20

0.10

0.01

0.10

0.30

H20+

2.93

1.60

1.76

1.55

1.22

1.10

1.38

1.11

Total

99.88

100.22

100.00

OR

16.60

19.67

13.83

AB

23.00

27.79

AN

10.99

13.86

101.60

101.27

99.67

99.18

I00.00

10.06

18.20

16.60

8.98

12.76

20.62

26.72

27.18

25.31

33.31

31.22

18.35

15.99

10.80

16.00

22.28

22.76

9.50

8.33

8.20

0.93

5.51

7.91

8.61

6.06

0

0

0

1.96(0)

Norm• wt %

NE

7.75

8.09

6.88

DI

HY

9.18

0.90

8.08

0

0

0

10.01

0

0(0.75)

OL

10.00

11.02

13.96

13.60

12.31

13.50

10.16

9.79

MT

6.02

0.86

5.02

0.16

5.30

3.05

7.02

7.06

IL

0.33

3.93

0.50

3.87

0.33

0.31

0.50

#.•0

AP

2.07

3.61

2.05

1.51

3.61

2.67

1.68

1.60

CC

2.05

0.23

0.05

0.45

0.23

0.02

0.23

0.68

Values in parentheses for sample MGD-567 are from recalculation using Irvine and Baragar [1971]
correction

for

oxidation

of Fe.

Among five biotite-feldspar pairs, four have higher
biotite ages and one has a higher feldspar age; none are

Rim Rock fault, sample 188 of Dasch et al. [1969], and
several others north of the fault, have ages in the range

outside 20 analytical uncertainties.

21-23 Ma. Our sample H82-76, a NNW trending dike, is
younger at lg Ma. The similar trending dikes C199 and
W of Dasch et al. [1969] may be that young as well. A
gap may exist between 21 and Ig Ma; its existence is
dependent upon one's interpretation of the ages of
samples lgg and W.
Dasch et al. [1969] originally concluded that the
WNW trending set was older than the NNW trending set
and that this pattern indicated a change in regional
stress orientations. Field data on relative ages are

Nevertheless, geo-

logic relations suggest that the biotite age is more
realistic for sample H82-85. In contrast, because the
apparent feldspar age of sample H82-72 agrees well
with ages on adjacent and similar trending dikes, it
seems more realistic than the biotite age. Incorporation of excess argon during crystallization does not
seem a likely problem for any of these samples because
it would have led to more scatter in the apparent ages.
Because excess argon is unlikely, we have generally
assumedthat the older of two ages is more correct and
have used the older age in Figure 3.
Combined with the data of Dasch et al. [1969], the
new ages show a nearly continuous span of activity

from 2# to 18 Ma (Figure 3). Ages showsometendency
to cluster geographically. The WNW trending dikes in
the northwestern part of Figure 2 are 20 Ma. Many
dikes, including all but one dated dike southwest of the

unclear because most dikes do not intersect; in some
that do, extensive alteration has made interpretation

impossible. The new isotopic data bear out the difference in ages with some exceptions and additions

(Figure 3). First, the new data, which were collected
purposefully on dikes with widely different orientations,
indicate that at any given time, strike of dikes may be

scattered by as much as g0ø. Second,a large groupof

TABLE2. K-Arisotopic
dataonBasinandRange
agebasalts
--..m

Sample

Orientation

Rim Rock dikes

Material K,%
1.05

382-109

N89W

F

H82-71

N57W

F

H82-72

N49W

F

B
H82-73

N7W

H82-76

N6W

B
A

N65W

F

H82-81

NIOW

A

H82-84

N16E

N28W

1.13

34

1.10
1.10 1.06
1.10

5.77

38
40
36

25.4 +_0.8

6.49

1.05
1.03
1.06

6.46
6.58 6.57

5.73
5.19

67
53

22.7+__
0.4

1.40 1.37

0.997

63

6.51

4.56

55

6.48
1.13 1.09

4.54
1.04

56
29

1.16

0.967

61

2.63 2.58

2.11

78

6.35

5.27

52

2.84

2.20

70

2.90
6.42 6.34
6.32

2.24
5.28
5.23

59
59
65

1.70

1.50

44

1.66

1.55

44

1.44

1.23

77

1.42

1.23

1.15

F

2.60

B

6.34

F

H82-86

N40W

F

H84-50

N65W

F

H84-52

N21W

F
B

North of Black Gap

Bofecillos

1.09

1.08

B

51-8369-1

0.983

1.49

H82-77

35

2.22

5.50

0.991

1.06

0.964
1.99

5.38

41

Age, Ma +__
1o

1.06

6.54

B

H82-85

t•0Ar*
x10-6
scm3/g t•0Ar*,
%

65

59
77

27

69
65
53

24.1 +_0.7
24.6 +__
0.6

20.8 +__
0.3
17.9 +__
0.4

17.9+__
0.3
24.4 +__
0.6

21.4 +__
0.4
20.2 2. 0.4
21.5 +__
0.3

19.8+__
0.4
21.1+_0.3

23.22.0.6

1.81

85

53

22.0+__
0.5
21.1+__
0.4

2.18

1.81

57

5.69

5.07

65

5.74

4.60

59

21.62_0.4

3.01

2.63

66

22.32.0.5

1.30

1.00

59

1.79 1.74

1.56

71

3.02

NISW

P

Mountains

MGD-566

Lava flow

WR

MGD-567

Lava flow

WR

1.30
1.71

Recalculated
RimRockdikes
t

1.03
1.62

60
63

20.0+___
0.4
23.3+__
0.5

1.21

15

59

N58W

WR

1.32

1.24

16

23.7+1.0

C20

N65W

WR

1.70

1.48

C21

N64W

WR

1.17

C29

N44W

WR

1.08

0.908
1.68

21

188

NIOWN50W

M
F

2.15
2.10

M

1.72

W

N7E

C26

NlgW

C199

N6W

B
A

F

6.51
1.10

3.03

1.43

18

1.05

20

19

21.9+ 1.0

1.14

19

23.9+1.0

19

21.8+ 1.0

1.63
1.62

28
41

19.7+0.6
19.7+0.5

1.28

26

1.33

43

2.08

61

0.931

5.28
0.90
2.19

WR

2.41

2.02

WR

2.83

16

68
40
57

20.8 + 0.4
20.9+ 0.5

19.4+ 0.5
18.0+ 0.5

1.86

28

27

21.4+0.9

2.23

29

18.2+ 1.0

1.95

19

Samples
59and
C20from
same
dike;
sample
C21same
dike
asH82-77;
sample
C26same
dike
asH82-73

X
0=4.963
x10
-10yr-l;X•+•
=0.581
x10
-10yr-l;40K/K
=1.167
x10
-7. F,feldspar;
B,biotite;
A,amphibole;
WR,
whole rock, M, matrix.
*Radiogenic.
tFrom Dasch et al. [1969] usingnew decay constants.
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Fig. 3. Strikes of dikes and veins versus time in the Trans-Pecosregion. The size of symbols
indicates the analytical uncertainty in the age. Solid squares, Rim Rock dikes from this study;
triangles, Rim Rock dikes from Dasch et al. [1969]; open circles, mean orientations of dikes and
veins in early Oligocene calderas in Texas and in the Organ Mountainscaldera in southern New
Mexico [from Price and Henry, 198t•];solid circle, mean orientation of dikes and veins in and near
the Sierra Rica caldera complexin Chihuahua;diamond,mean orientation of dikes radiating from
the Bofecillos volcano [from McKnight, 1970; McDowell, 1979];star, basalt dike I# km southof the
Bofecillos volcano, dated by McDowell [1979.];inverted triangle, basalt related to Soilratio fault
[from Moon, 1953; McDowell, 1979]; hexagon,basalt dike near Black Gap, describedby Dahl and
Lambert [19gtdand dated in this study. Arrow at lower left indicates the mean orientation of late
Eocene to early Oligocene dikes and veins in the Trans-Pecosregion. Arrow at upper right
indicates the primary orientation of Rim Rock dikes.

dikes gives ages between the two extremes; this group
includes several WNW trending dikes (samples H82-86,

better reflects the regional stress pattern.

H8#-50, and C29). Finally, many dikeschangeorienta-

other trends, including WNW, and some (188) even

tion along strike. Dike 188, a younger dike of Dasch et

curved to follow both trends. Dasch [1959] suggesteda

al. [1969]best demonstratesthis change(Figuret•). The
dike lies within a cluster of dikes that generally trend
NI0øW.

It bends from NI0OW at its southern end to

N50•W at its northern end.

A nonporphyriticdike

Never-

theless,someyoungerdikes were still emplacedalong
similar possibility.
The data in Figure 3 could be interpreted to indicate

a progressive rotation of 03 from 2t• to 20 Ma.

We

doubt this interpretation for three reasons: (1) Consid-

parallels 188 only along its northwest trending segment.

erable scatter in orientation exists at any one time,

The

(2) dikesdo curve to follow more than one orientation,
and (3)dike orientations, discussedbelow, determined
from other parts of Trans-PecosTexas supporta single

northwest

trend

is the same

as the

2t4 Ma dikes:

the nonporphyriticdike is probablyalso 2t• Ma. The age
of

188 could

be indicative

of either

the WNW

or NNW

group(Figure 3). Thusdikesof a variety of orientations
were emplaced at the same time, and the same orientations were repeated throughout the time of intrusion.
We suggest the following alternative hypothesis to
the conclusion of Dasch et al. [1969] that stress orien-

tation changed with time. The area was experiencing
tension, and o3 was oriented ENE throughout the time
of dike emplacement. The earliest, 2# Ma dikes were
emplaced before significant extension, i.e., before a
throughgoingset of normal faults had developed. These
dikes followed preexisting WNW and NW trending structures, developed initially at least as long ago as
Laramide time and probably considerably earlier.
These structures opened before NNW trends because
they were major existing zones of weakness; it was
easier to dilate older zones of weakness,even oblique
ones, than to establish totally new ones. Later, as a
throughgoingNNW set of normal faults developed, dikes
were emplaced along that trend. This latter set domi-

nates the overall dike pattern (Figure I) and probably

Our interpretation implies the following. First,
there would be no need to postulatea changein stress
orientation in early Basin and Range time. It would
always have been oriented with c•3 ENE. Second,
significant faulting must have begun between 2t• and
18 Ma, probably about 22 or 23 Ma, because dikes this

old follow the dominantN10øWtrend. An age on the
flows interbedded with basin fill just west of the vent
would be a useful check

of this conclusion.

Unfor-

tunately, we were unable to collect samples of the
flows suitable for dating.
Regional considerationssupport the importance of
preexisting structures. As noted above, the Rim Rock
dikes lie along a part of the Rim Rock fault that shows
a significant westward divergence from its dominant
slightly west of north trend. Several other major and
minor structural features show similar bends. They
suggest a major underlying WNW trending structure
that has influenced all of the Basin and Range age
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andpace
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dike parallelsdike 188onlyalongnorthwest
trending segment.

features. Muehlberger[1980]has shownhow the WNW

trendingTexaslineamentandother preexisting
trends

have influenced the fault pattern in Trans-PecosTexas.

PecosTexas. K-Ar ages[McDowell,1979](Table2)and
field relationships
reveal two distinctgroups. The vast
majorityof rocksare from 28-27 Ma [McDowell,1979,

and unpublished
data, 1982]and consistof flows and
at the top of
intrusionsrelated to a large stratovolcano. Several
Figure2 showsa similarbend,the northwest
trendis
probablyas old or olderthan Laramide. Muehlberger basaltsin the upperpart of the formationare 2#-18 Ma
[McDowell, 1979](Table 2).
suggests
that it was established
at least by the late
The vent of the Bofecillos volcano consists of a

Because the Laramide thrust fault

Paleozoic. The Rim Rock dikes may be restricted to

this area becausethey were intruded along a major
crustalflaw, eventhoughtheir generationwascertainly
in the mantle [Dasch, 1969].

central dioritic intrusion,probablythe erodedfeeder to
the flows, and a set of dikes radiating from the
intrusion. A rose diagram of the dikes reveals a

preferredNNWorientation(Figure1). The dikeshave

Muehlberger[19801indicatesthat a preexisting
NNW trend may alsounderliethe Rim Rockarea. This
trend consistsof a hypothesized
seriesof normalfaults

not been dated, but we assumethat they are the same

related to formation of the :Jurassic age Chihuahua

flows.

Trough;thesefaults are not exposed
but may roughly
followthe presentdayRio Grandein the subsurface.It
couldbe arguedthat the NNW trend of somedikesis

The uppermostunit of the RawIs Formation as
mappedby McKnight[1970]consistsof severalbasalt
flows. Alongthe Rio Grande,in an area droppeddown
by BasinandRangefaults,the flowsare interbedded
with early basinfill sediments;elsewherethey lie at
the top of the volcanicsection. McDowell[1979]

alsoinherited. However,an older NNW trend alongthe
Rio Grande cannot account for the development of

NNW trendsthroughoutTrans-PecosTexas. Also, NNW
trendingRim Rock dikes are clearly dominantover
other trends(Figure 1). If a similar basementstructure
were important,it probablywouldhave openedfirst

duringextension.Ageandorientationdata from other
areas in the Trans-Pecosregion (Figure3) supportour

hypothesis
that 03 wasENE throughout
the time of Rim
Rock dike emplacement.
Bofecillos

Mountains

The RawIs Formation of the Bofecillos Mountains

consistsof a sequence
of alkalic mafic to intermediate
flows and minor intrusions [McKnight, 1970]. They
includesomeof the youngestvolcanic rocks of Trans-

age(28-27Ma)as the centralintrusion
andthe related

obtainedwholerockagesof 23 and 2# Ma on two of the
latter flows and 18 Ma on a small plug. Ages on two of
the flows interbedded with basin fill sediments are 20

and 23 Ma (Table 2).

The two flows are strati-

graphically
close;the lowerage may simplyreflect
incompleteretentionof argon. McDowell[19791obtainedan age of 23Ma on a dike trendingN38øW,
presumablya feeder to the flows.

The age and orientationdata from the Bofecillos
Mountainssuggestthat 03 wasorientedeast-northeast,

that this orientation of tension was established by about

28 Ma, and that it continuedto at least 23 Ma. Basin
andRangefaultsin the area trendNNWin the western
part of the BofecillosMountains,
bendto WNWin the
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southern part, but are NNW farther southeast. As
suggested for the Rim Rock dike orientations, major
basement structures may have helped localize the

Bofecillos magmatism. Basin and Range faulting must
have been well established by 23 Ma, because the flows
are interbedded with sediments deposited in newly
formed grabens.
Analyses of the two interbedded basalts show that
they are chemically similar to the Rim Rock dikes
(Table I) but are less silica undersaturated

and lack

megacrysts. The similarity in age, chemistry, and
structural setting indicates a distinct basaltic magmatic event in the early Basin and Range development
of Trans-Pecos

Texas.

known vent. One of the numerous WNW trending faults
in the area [King, 196:5]could have been the conduit for
the flow. Faults of this trend, which parallel the Texas
lineament, experienced repeated displacement during
Precambrian, Pennsylvanian-Permian (Ouachita), and

mid-Tertiary to Recent (Basinand Range) deformations

[King and Flawn, 19:53]. Basaltic dikes, trendingN15•
to 35øW,were emplacedduringBasinand Rangefaulting at one location in the northeastern Davis Mountains
[Parker, 1972]. The Cox Mountain basalt is a hawaiite
[Barker, 1980] but is less alkalic than either the Rim
Rock

or

Bofecillos

basalts.

Both

the

Cox

Mountain

basalt and the basalt along the Solitario fault were
probably injected along preexisting structures in responseto the regional ENE tension.

Black Gap Area
Discussion

A l#0-m-thick

sequence of basalt flows occurs in

the Black Gap syncline(Figure I) in southeasternTrans-

Pecos[St. 2Iohn,196:5]. Moustafa[1983]hasinterpreted
the syncline as forming by sag into a rhomb graben

Regional Stress Orientations
Dike orientation data from the Trans-Pecos region

developedduring Basin and Range extension. The NNW
trending graben presumably formed in response to
regional ENE extension, which caused right-lateral

(Figure 3) supportthe conclusionof Zoback et al. [1981]
that regional cy
3 during early extension (before about
10 Ma) in the Basinand Range province was ENE. The

strike slip on NW or WNW basement faults.

data in Texasallow a rangein cy
3 from about N65øEto

The NNW

trending Colquitt syncline (Figure 2) [Frantzen, 19:5g;
Twiss, 19:59], located north of the Rim Rock dike
swarm, may have had a similar origin. Whole rock K-At
ages on three samples of basalt from the Black Gap
syncline

are

22-23 Ma

(F. W.

McDowell

and D.S.

Barker, unpublisheddata, 1983). A fourth age of 20 Ma

may indicate later volcanism or incomplete argon
retention.

The

basalts

are

alkalic

but

less

so than

either the Rim Rock or Bofecillos basalts(D. S. Barker,
unpublisheddata, 1983).
Immediately north of the Black Gap area, basalt

dikes possiblyrelated to the flows are emplacedalong a

NIgøWtrend IDahi andLambert,198#]. A K-At ageof
22 Ma (Table2) on a plagioclaseseparate(suppliedby
D. A. Dahl and D. D. Lambert) from megacrystsin one
of the dikes, supports a genetic relationship to the

basaltsin the BlackGapsynclineandindicatesthat cy
3

was oriented

ENE.

calderas

formed

variety of preexisting structures. The evidence from
the Rim Rock dike swarm alone is somewhat ambiguous. Some WNW striking dikes were injected early;

Daschet al. [1969] usedthis relationshipto suggestan
early period of extensionwith c•3 oriented NNE. We
suggestthat the WNW striking dikes filled preexisting
cracks in responseto a regionalcy
3 that was oriented
ENE throughout early Basin and Range time. When
combinedwith other data from the Trans-Pecosregion
and from other parts of the Basin and Range province,
the latter explanation appears more plausible.
Data

from

the

Bofecillos

Mountains

and

from

the

Sierra Rica calderacomplex(Figure3)suggestthat 03
was ENE during the interval from 31 to 23 Ma. We are
aware of only few publisheddata for this time. Rehrig

and Heldrick [1976] indicated ages of between 2# and
28 Ma for NNW striking dikes at Silver Bell, Arizona.
Rehrig and Heldrick also gave age and orientation data

Sierra Rica• Chihuahua
Two

N90øE.Thescattermayreflectinteractionofcy
3 witha

for
at 30 and 28 Ma in the Sierra

Rica area of Chihuahua, immediately south of the
Bofecillos Mountains [Chuchla, 1981; Henry and Price,

dikes

in

the

Santa

Rita

Mountains

in

Arizona.

Interpretation is ambiguousbecause two trends (ENE at
28-26 Ma and WNW at 28-27 Ma) are approximately
equal in strike length and nearly perpendicular to the
trend at Silver Bell. Lipman [1981] presented evidence

195#]. Dike orientations(Figure 1) includea variety of
data but are dominated by (1) a single alkalic basalt

of preferred

dike that trends dominantly north but alternates be-

striking dikes in west central New Mexico. Elston et al.

tween slightly west and slightly east of north and (2) a
north elongated granitic intrusion in one of the calderas. Two whole rock ages on the dike are 31 Ma, but
the age of a plagioclaseseparate is 3# Ma; the age of
the granite is 31 Ma [Gregory, 1981]. Clearly, neither
the orientation nor the age data can be interpreted

[1976] had previouslyincludedthese dikes as part of a
radial set centered on part of the Mogollon volcanic

unequivocally; nevertheless the data are consistent with
03 oriented approximately east as early as 31 Ma.

Other Basinand RaniseBasalts

NW strike in the Questa area of New

Mexico. Laughlin et al. [1983] reported 28 Ma for NNW

field, however.

Zoback et al. [1981] summarized addi-

tional data for rocks younger than 23 Ma and scattered
throughoutthe Basinand Range provinceand adjoining
areas. Taken together, these data suggestthat cy
3 was
probably ENE throughout the province during early

(30-10 Ma) extension. Our data supportthe conclusion
of Christiansenand Lipman [1972] that extensionbegan
early in the southernBasin and Range province.
Numerous workers have observed a shift from early

Other areas of young, Basin and Range related
basalts are in southern, northern, and northeastern
Trans-Pecos Texas (Figure 1). A 22 Ma basalt was
erupted from a feeder along a NW trending segment of
the Solitario fault [McDowell, 1979; Moon, 19:531. A

ENE to later WNW extensionin the Basin and Range
province [Zoback and Thompson, 1978; Lipman, 1981;
Zoback et al., 1981; Golombek, 1953; Morgan and

23 Ma basalt

to WNW extension occurred at about 10 Ma [Golombek,

flow

lies

at

the

base of basin

fill

sed-

iments in Big Bend National Park (2I.B. Stevens,
personalcommunication,198:5). The 17 Ma [McDowell,
1979] Cox Mountain basalt is a flow unrelated to any

Seaget, 1983; Lucchita and Suneson, 1983]. In New
Mexico and perhaps throughout the province, the shift

1983]. Unfortunately,no igneousrocksyoungerthan
17 Ma have been found in Texas.

However, a shift in

orientationof c•3 to WNW may be recordedby silver-
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copper-lead veins found in red bed sequencesnear
Van Horn, Texas [Price et al., 1985]. These veins
probablyformedwhenpreexistingENE and NE striking

622'1

ENE c•3, rather than later, under the influence of a
WNWc•3. The shapesof the major basinsand rangesof

fracturesdilated(ø3NW) andwere mineralizedby moderately low temperature (1200-170øC)hydrothermal
fluids. Fault displacementdata [Price et al., 1985]

Texas were determined by the early ENE c•3.
Range formation is continuingtoday, as range fronts
are sharp and commonly boundedby Quaternary scarps.
Fault displacementand range formation may have been

indicate
both ENE and NW extension
in the Indio
Mountains 25 km northwest of the Rim Rock dike

continuous since 24 Ma but are difficult

concurrent magmatic activity or better stratigraphic

swarm. Because ø3 during early Basin and Range
extension was probably ENE, we infer that the NW

data on basin fill.

extension

to events in both the broader Basin and Range province
and the Rio Grande rift. In the latter area, Seaget et

occurred

later.

The Basinand Range provincein Texas is currently
extending; Quaternary fault scarps are abundant

[Muehlberger
et al., 1978;Seager,1980;Henry et al.,
1983]. Many Quaternary faults presumably are reactivated earlier Basin and Range faults; therefore strikes
of scarpscannot be usedto define0 3 un!quely.
First-motion

studies of the

1931 Valentine

earth-

quake,the epicenterof which was 15 km east of the
Rim Rock dike swarm, suggest that •3 is currently
about N74øE [Dumas et al., 1980.]. This event resulted
from right-lateral strike slip along a WNW striking
fault. Another seismicstudy by Dumas [1981] indicated
normal faulting related to a swarm of earthquakes
located in Mexico approximately27 km west of the Rim
Rock'dikes. For these events, Dumas [1981] indicated

that 0 3 was oriented N35*W. Clearly, more seismic
events from the Trans-Pecosregion need to be analyzed
to determine

current

stress orientations.

For the Basin

and Range province as a whole, •3 is currently WNW
[Zoback and Zoback, 1980], in agreement with the shift

to test without

An early and possibly continuous

processof Basin and Range developmentis in contrast

al. [1984] and Baldridge et al. [1984] indicate two
episodesof rifting: an early (to 20? Ma) episode
associatedwith broad basins, and a later (10-3 Ma)
episode that gave rise to the distinctive Basin and
Range topography.
Horst blocks in Trans-Pecos Texas are generally not

significantlytilted. Many are centered on calderas;the
underlyingbatholiths apparently anchoredthe blocks,
preventingthem from extendingor tilting [Henry and
Price, 1984]. The Sierra Vieja, the horst boundedon the
west by the Rim Rock Fault (Figures I and 2), dips
eastward at about 5•-10 ø. The Sierra Vieja was not a

significant sourceof igneousrocks so is not underlain
by a batholith. Nevertheless, it is not clear why it is
tilted; rotation on a westerly dippingfault to the east is
unlikely, because, for most of its length, the Sierra
Vieja is boundedon the east by a basin and an easterly
dippingfault (Figures I and 2). Only a small part of the
southern Sierra Vieja is boundedby a westerly dipping
fault. The tilt may simply be sag into the graben to the
east. Saggingmay explain the dips on the flanks of the
Black Gap and Colquirt synclines.

from ENE •3 at about 10 Ma.

Style of Faulting
Zoback et al. [1981] indicated that early extension,

The Franklin Mountains near El Paso offer the only
exception to this picture. Paleozoic sedimentary rocks

which by their definition is not part of Basin and Range

in the range dip 400-60ø to the west; Harbour [1972]

extensionproper, occurredalong closely spacedlistric
faults to producehighly tilted strata. The extension
was shallow,producedlittle topographicrelief, and was
contemporaneous
with calcalkalinemagmatism. Actual
Basin and Range extension along high-angle normal
faults occurred only after

13 Ma.

The high-angle

faulting involvedlittle tilting but producedthe characteristic topographyof the province. The greater penetration of the high-anglefaults allowed basalts to leak
to the surface so that associated magmatism was all
basaltic or bimodal. Chamberlin [1983] interpreted the
structural pattern of the Lemitar Mountainsin the Rio
Grande rift as resulting from nearly continuousextension and tilting along curved normal faults over the last
30 m.y. Early faults were cut and rotated by later
faults; shallow dips on these faults were thus a result of
later rotation not original listric faulting.
In contrast to this early listtic or rotational faulting
elsewhere, almost all faulting in Texas has been high
angle. Mappedfaults are high angle. Our data indicate
that Basinand Range faulting began at 23 or 24 Ma and
that the present rangesare a productof the cumulative
displacement along these same faults. In responseto

mappedseveral low-angle faults dipping20ø to the
northeast or east. Harbour [1972] and Lovejoy [1975]
interpreted these faults variously as thrusts or possible
landslides. However, all documented movement is
normal, and the top plate does not override basin
deposits but appears to be truncated by the eastern,
high-angle, range-bounding fault.
These low-angle

faults may be early Basinand Range or Rio Grande .•ift
faults (as suggested by Seager [19gl], Kelley and
Matheny [1983], and Baldridge et al. [1984]), formerly
more steeply dipping, now gently dipping due to rotation of the Franklin Mountains.

However,

the faults

responsible for the rotation have not been identified,
and at least some of the tilt of the Paleozoic rocks may

have occurred during Laramide compression.
The Trans-Pecos region lies along the eastern edge
of the Basin and Range province. The paucity of listtic
or rotational faulting in the region, with the exception
of the Franklin Mountains• may be due to diminished
extensionalong this edge of the province. Zoback et al.
[1981] suggested total extension of perhaps 100% or
more throughout much of the province, and Chamberlin
[1993]

found as much as 200%

regional ENEo3, displacementwas normal on newly

Grande

rift

formed or reactivated NNW striking faults and in part

probably no more than 10% and could be at most 30%
even if the existing basins are underlain by totally new
crust. That the basins are in fact underlain by the same
rocks that are exposed in the margins is demonstrated
from well data. Unlike areas where high strain rates

right-lateral obliqueslip on faults developedparallel to
preexisting WNW and NW striking structures of the
Texas lineament. With a changefrom ENE to WNWø3,
the NNW, NW, and WNWfaults continuedto move but
presumablywith an increasedstrike slip component. In
contrast to the northern Basin and Range province
[Zoback et al., 1981], large-displacement NNE striking
faults developed only rarely. Those that did may have
formed earlier by extension on preexisting NNE
trending basement structures, under the influence of

near Socorro.

Total

extension
extension

in the Rio
in Texas

was

were accommodated by rotational faulting [Proffett,

1977], strain rates in the Trans-Pecosregion were
relatively low.
Low strain rates are also indicated by the orienta-

tion of fracturingand faulting with time. Extensionin
the Trans-Pecosregion began early, at least 2g m.y.
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ago and possibly 31 m.y. ago, if the Sierra Rica data are
meaningful.
However, large-scale faulting did not
begin until much later, at about 23 Ma. Early dikes
were eraplaced along dilated preexisting structures; it
was not until 23 Ma that new structures opened perpen-

dicular to 03. With the change in orientation of 03 to
WNW, strain rate probably remained low, because NNE
striking faults never developed on a large scale.
Instead, essentially all motion was taken up on existing
NNW and WNW striking faults.

rift in Colorado to indicate the timing of initial extension. They recognized a common silJcic alkalic basalt
type, which is somewhat similar to the basalts of Texas
but less alkalic.
They are all hypersthene-olivine
normative; the compositional differences show up as
lower alkalis and TiO 2 and higher CaO and MgO in the
Colorado rocks. The less alkalic rocks of the Black Gap
area

and

Cox

Mountain

are

more

like

these

rocks.

Baldridge et al. [1980] found 25-19 Ma basalts, including some quartz normatire and some strongly undersaturated rocks, in the central Rio Grande rift
Santa

Magmatism
The widespread 24-17 Ma alkalic basalts and 2827 Ma alkalic, mafic to intermediate rocks of the
Bofecillos Mountains represent distinct magmatic
events related to early Basin and Range extension in
Trans-Pecos Texas. These rocks contrast sharply with
the far more voluminous mid-Tertiary volcanism in the
same area. Eocene and lower Oligocene igneous rocks,

although similarly alkalic, are compositionally more
diverse; most of the rocks are caldera related. They
span a range from basalts to high silica and peralkaline
rhyolites, and petrologic studies indicate that the rhyolites are differentiates of a mafic, probably basaltic
parent [Parker, 1983; Cameron et al., 1982•.
The Sierra Rica caldera complex in Chihuahua
erupted rhyolitic ash flow tuffs 30 and 28 m.y. ago
[Chuchla, 198I; Gregory, 198I; Henry and Price, 1984].
Unlike the older calderas in Texas, these calderas had
no associated intermediate rocks [Henry and Price,
1984] and may represent an early stage of bimodal
volcanism. They formed near the beginning of extension in the region in contrast to the older calderas,
which formed during mild ENE compression [Price and
Henry, 1984]. No silicic volcanism younger than about
28 Ma has been found in Texas or adjacent Chihuahua or
Coahuila.

The 24-17 Ma basalts vary compositionally. The
Rim Rock dikes are most alkalic and are strongly
nepheline normafive (Table 1). The Bofecillos rocks are
only slightly nepheline normatire (Table I and D.S.
Barker, unpublished data, 1983). The Cox Mountain
basalt is hypersthene-olivine normatire [Barker, 1980.1
as are the basalts of the Black Gap area (D. S. Barker,
unpublisheddata, 1983). The origin of this compositional range is currently unknown. Degree of alkalinity
and silica

undersaturation

seem

to correlate

with

inten-

sity of Basin and Range extension. The Rim Rock dikes
are in an area of abundant, large-displacement normal
faults; the few faults in the Cox Mountain area have

only minor displacement. Areas of greatest extension
may have allowed dikes to have been injected most
directly from sources in the mantle. Possibly basalts in
areas of lesser extension experienced greater degrees
of crustal

If

the

contamination.

observation

of

Zoback

etal.

[1981]

that

basaltic volcanism was largely restricted to the later,
high-angle fault style of extension is correct, then the
widespread presence of these basalts may be further
evidence for early, deeply penetrating, high-angle
faults. Zoback etal.
[1981] speculated that the
greater depth of brittle deformation involved in this
style of faulting may have provided conduits to the
surface for the basalts.
In contrast the ductilely
deformed crust associated with listtic faulting did not.
Basaltic rocks of similar age have been found elsewhere in the Rio Grande rift [Lipman and Mehnert,
1975; Chapin and Seaget, 1975; Baldridge et al., 1980].
Lipman and Mehnert [1975] used the occurrence of
27-18 Ma basalts along the northwestern margin of the

near

Fe.

Basaltic rocks of this age seem rare in the southern
part of the rift [Chapin and Seaget, 1975; Seaget et al.,
1984]. A common group of upper Oligocene to lower
Miocene basaltic andesites includes rocks having silica
concentrations as low as 49%; however, most are more
silicic.

The 28-27

Ma rocks of the Bofecillos

Mountains

are similar in age and possibly in composition to this
basaltic andesite group. Although we have no chemical
data for the Bofecillos rocks, petrographic data of
McKnight [1970] indicate that they are trachybasalts
and trachyandesites. Thus the silica ranges probably
overlap with the basaltic andesites, although the
Bofecillos

rocks

are more

alkalic.

[1979] showed that the basaltic

Elston

and Bornhorst

andesites were concen-

trated along the border of the Colorado Plateau and the
southern Basin and Range. Although common in the Rio
Grande rift, their relationship to it is unclear.
Conclusions

Basin and Range extension began in Trans-Pecos
Texas at about 30 or 31 Ma. Faulting, consisting of
high-angle normal faults, began at about 23 or 24 Ma.
Earliest

extension

was

oriented

ENE

as it

was

in

the

rest of the Basin and Range province. Preexisting
zones of weakness oriented WNW, parallel to the Texas
lineament, opened first, but probably in responseto o3
oriented ENE rather than NNE.

Shortly thereafter,

a

throughgoing NN• striking fault system developed.
Displacement on these faults was dominantly normal; a
strike-slip component probably developed on faults parallel to the preexisting zones of weakness. Low-angle
faults, listtic faults, and significant rotation of range
blocks were not developed except perhaps in the
Franklin Mountains of far western Texas. The present
topography is a responseto continued movement on this
fault system. Preexisting structures played a significant role and need to be considered in the analysis of
dike and fault orientations and least principal stress.

Some evidence suggeststhat o3 shifted to WNW as it
did in the rest of the province; the timing of this
change is not well constrained in Texas.
Early Basin and Range magmatism in Texas consisted of 30- to 28-m.y.-old rhyolitic rocks in the Sierra
Rica area, 28- to 27-m.y.-old alkalic mafic to intermediate rocks in the Bofecillos volcano, and widespread
but volumetrically minor, 24- to 17-m.y.-old alkalic
basalts. The onset of widespread basaltic dike injection
corresponded with the beginning of faulting. The first
dikes were injected preferentially along preexisting
WNW striking basement fractures that may penetrate
the entire crust. By 23 m.y. ago, NNW striking, steeply
dipping fractures and faults had developed and began to
tap the mantle source of basalts. Magmatism ceased at
about 17 Ma, but faulting has continued to the present,
largely along the same fractures that were active
during the early period of Basin and Range extension.
Zoback

et al. [1981] have divided

extension

in the

Basin and Range province into an early, ENE oriented,
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high strain rate, high total extension, thin skin style
(their pre-Basinand Range extension)and a late, WNW
oriented, low strain rate, low total extension, high-

angle fault style (their Basin and Range extension
proper). Extension in the Trans-Pecos region began
early, overlapped in time with both, and shared the
change in orientation, but had the style only of the
latter.

Our data, coupled with regional studies of the entire
Basin and Range province, suggest that the timing and
orientation of stress were similar across the province.
In contrast, style of faulting, amount of extension, and
associated magmatism varied widely. Ideas concerning
the origin of the Basin and Range province and the Rio
Grande rift
differences.

need

to consider

both

these

similarities

and
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